HyperX Beast
•

BEST OF 2012 from KitGuru - Straight out of the box, the Kingston
HyperX Predator Beast 8GB kits are very impressive and the 2400MHz
modules weigh in around £40, which is impressive considering they can
be clocked past 2,500MHz without adjusting the 1.65v.

HyperX Beast
Worth Buying KitGuru - A great memory kit at a very competitive price
point.

HyperX Beast
Gold Award from Hardware Heaven - They ran flawlessly throughout
our testing, even when pushed past the rated speeds, thanks to quality
components and the heat sinks feel solid and are attached well.

HyperX Beast
Gold Award from pcGameware - With a rated speed of 2400MHz this is
already fast RAM, but add in the overclocking potential that we found
and these modules have become fastest modules that we have yet
tested!
HyperX Beast
•

Best of 2012 - Memory Award from Vortez - This year’s Kingston
HyperX Beast's crossed the finishing line first to pick up our reader
award for best Memory, beating out stiff competition from GSkill,
Patriot and Kingston's own HyperX Predator DIMMs

HyperX Beast
Editor’s choice award from SkratchwizPC - The HyperX Beast range is
perfect for gamers with its rugged armour style heat spreaders and
very reasonably priced at only £50 for the 8Gb 2400Mhz kit.

HyperX 10th Anniversary Edition
Gamers Choice awards eTeknix – It’s been proven that Kingston have
been one of the few select choices for top level gamers over the last 25
years and even more so with their HyperX top performing kits over the
last ten, and the 10th Anniversary kit is a mark of their excellence and
engineering expertise.
HyperX Predator
•

Best of 2012 Performance award from OC3D - Kingston Predator at a
blazing 2666MHz is the perfect combination of ridiculous speed in an
attractive package, backed by one of the biggest names in the industry.

DataTraveler HyperX Predator
•

Worth Buying from Kit Guru - “The Kingston DataTraveler HyperX
Predator 512GB is breaking new ground for a high capacity
performance oriented USB 3.0 flash drive. The sequential results are in
the same zone as a last generation SATA 3Gbps Solid State Drive.”

DataTraveler HyperX 3.0
•

Without a doubt, the Kingston 64GB DataTraveler HyperX 3.0 is Gold
Award standard hardware which lives up to the HyperX branding

HyperX 3K SSD
Best of 2012 SSD Award from Vortex - In April the Kingston HyperX 3K
was the first performance SSD in our labs to break the £1 per GB
barrier, and was a watershed moment for gamers who may have
previously felt priced out of taking advantage of the massive
performance boost SSDs bring to the table.

